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Nordic corporations to a large extent both pay corporate tax and abstain from 
utilizing their depreciation allowances to the maximum extent possible. In this 
paper, we attempt to explain the empirical observation that most firms fails to 
maximize their tax usage. The model employed takes into account the argument 
that shareholders for some non-tax reasons have a preference for dividends over 
retained earnings. Furthermore, we also investigate whether a policy of not claim-
ing the maximum amount of depreciation allowances could be value maximizing 
for the firm. (JEL: G30, G31, G32, G35, G39 and H25)

1. Introduction

The existing literature on the theory of corpo-
rate taxation has been very successful to map 
out the impact of taxation on corporate financial 
policy and the cost of capital.1 according to this 
literature firms should minimize tax payments 
by utilizing the existing tax allowances maxi-
mally. However, this literature has not been suc-
cessful in explaining a well documented em-
pirical fact regarding the corporations system-

atic failure to utilize their tax debt capacity. For 
instance, a study carried out by the Swedish 
Business Tax commission,2 for the period 
1979–1986 indicates that 40 per cent of the 
available tax allowances were unused.3 The ex-
istence of unclaimed tax allowances, also for 
tax paying firms, is confirmed in a recent study 
by Forsling (1998).4 Forsling reports that the 

* The author is grateful to Jan Södersten for his guid-
ance. Special thanks also go to Vesa Kanniainen, Thomas 
Lindh and Gunnar Forsling for valuable suggestions and 
comments. This paper has benefited considerably from com-
ments by a anonymous referee. Any opinions expressed are 
those of the author not those of the Sveriges Riksbank.

1 The early work in this field was done by Hall & Jor-
genson (1967), Stiglitz (1973), Sandmo (1974), King (1974), 
King (1975), Boadway (1979), and Boadway & Bruce 
(1979). A large part of the modern work in this area has 
been done by Boadway (1980), Bergström & Södersten 
(1981:1) page 163–190 and 233–266, Summers (1981), 
Södersten (1982), Hayashi (1982), Poterba & Summers 
(1983), Auerbach (1983), Auerbach (1984), Sinn (1987), 
Osterberg (1989), Scheel & Waerness (1993), Kanniainen 
& Södersten (1994) and (1995), and Shahnazarian (1997).

2 See SOU (1989:34) page 157–161 and 437–451.
3 Data available for this study covered all manufacturing 

firms, with more than 50 employees. In this study, all tax-
exhausted firms were eliminated. The reason for this is to 
avoid high figure on unused allowances. Firms that already 
have exhausted their tax payments can not claim further 
allowances.

4 Data available for this study covered all mining and 
quarrying, manufacturing, construction, wholesale and re-
tail trades, restaurants and hotels, transport and storage 
firms with more than 20 employees, for the period 1979–
1993. All tax-exhausted firms are also eliminated in this 
study. Another important observation regards the missing 
values. The author has, in his calculations of the mean ratio 
of actual allowances to maximum available, left the missing 
values out of account. This makes the comparison, of utili-
zation, of different allowances rather difficult. But still, each
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mean ratio of the actual tax allowances to the 
maximum available, for the period 1979–1993, 
was 0.73.5 among the companies included in 
this study, only 35.5 per cent had maximum uti-
lization. Maximum utilization is defined to oc-
cur when firms use between 95 per cent and 100 
per cent of the existing tax allowances. Hence, 
approximately 64.5 per cent of the companies 
utilized less than 95 percent of available tax al-
lowances.

kanniainen and Södersten (1994) were the 
first to draw attention to this empirical puzzle. 
They pointed out that, under uniform reporting, 
implying a legal requirement to pay dividends 
out of after-tax accounting profits (their fiscal 
income), an increase in tax depreciation requires 
a decrease in dividends. This in turn requires a 
decline in external funds, which are assumed to 
be favorable because debt dominates retentions 
from a tax perspective. kanniainen and Söder-
sten argue that reducing debt may be undesira-
ble, if there are positive non-tax gains from bor-
rowing, so that, for a given optimal investment 
path, we may observe both positive dividends 
and unused depreciation deduction. kanniainen 
and Södersten introduce the non-tax benefits 
from borrowing through a monitoring cost func-
tion. This hypothesis, which is based on Jensen 
and Meckling (1976), Easterbrook (1984), 
Stiglitz (1985), and Jensen (1986), can be sum-
marized as follows. outside shareholders often 
have less knowledge about the firm than the 
managers. The effects of this imperfect infor-
mation can be reduced by monitoring the man-
agers to ensure that they act in the best interest 
of shareholders. Monitoring activities often give 
rise to some costs. individual shareholders are 
aware that when a firm issues debt (borrowing 
from a bank), its activities will be reviewed by 
a financial intermediary. This creates positive 
externalities for the shareholders; the costs of 
monitoring managers is partly shifted to the 
bank. Sörensen (1994) generalizes kanniainen-
Södersten model by introducing new share is-

sues into the monitoring-cost function, by argu-
ing that when the corporation issues new shares 
its affairs will be reviewed by an investment 
banker or by underwriters of stock. This means 
that the monitoring cost decreases also with the 
firm’s new share issues.

The purpose of this paper is to suggest an 
alternative way of explaining the phenomenon 
of unused tax allowances. This is done by ref-
ereeing to the fact that shareholders – due to 
some non-tax reasons – prefer dividends over 
retained earnings. This paper adheres closely to 
the approach taken by kanniainen and Söder-
sten (1994). However, it dispenses with one as-
sumption – that debt alters monitoring costs – 
with another – that firms must distribute a cer-
tain fraction of their economic income as divi-
dends. Such a restriction on dividends could be 
justified if shareholders may have difficulties in 
monitoring a firm. Eliminating the monitoring 
assumption leads firms to wish to increase de-
preciation deductions and reduce debt and divi-
dends, for a given level of investment. The firm 
then hits the new “dividend floor” constraint, 
leaving us with another explanation for positive 
dividends and unused depreciation allowances. 
Theoretically, this is done by examining wheth-
er the policy of not claiming the maximum 
amount of depreciation allowances can be value 
maximizing for the firm.

in this paper, we will use a dynamic optimi-
zation model based on Sinn (1987) and kanni-
ainen & Södersten (1994). The objective of the 
firm in this model is to maximize the present 
value of its net cash flows subject to different 
financial and accounting constraints. There are 
three important elements in this model. Firstly, 
in many countries, the tax code specifies only 
the maximum amount of depreciation allow-
ances which firms may deduct from taxable 
profits. Here, we will allow firms to claim a 
smaller amount of depreciation. Secondly, we 
will use the uniform reporting convention, as 
discussed by kanniainen & Södersten (1995), 
because this convention is the one used in many 
oEcD countries. Uniform reporting means that 
the tax balance sheet of the firm presented for 
the fiscal authorities must coincide with the 
commercial balance sheet presented for the 
shareholders. This observation in combination 

and every figure contain valuable information about the 
utilization of the specific allowances.

5 The maximum depreciation rate, for tax purposes, for 
machinery and equipment is 30 per cent per annum if the 
declining-balance method is used, or 20 per cent if the 
straight line method is used.
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with the requirement to pay dividends out of 
after-tax accounting profits limit the maximum 
amount of dividends payable as taxable income; 
this, in turn, can be shown to constrain the 
firm’s borrowing. The third key element of our 
approach concerns the fact that shareholders – 
due to some non-tax reasons – prefer dividends 
over retained earnings. The assumption that 
shareholders have a preference for dividends 
over retained earnings6 implies that the corpora-
tion cannot decrease its dividend payments, as 
much as it may need to finance new investment. 
We model this as a constraint that specifies the 
minimum dividends the firm must distribute 
(which also imposes a constraint on the firm’s 
borrowing).

Section 2, following this introduction, 
presents the theoretical model and the optimal-
ity conditions. The financial decisions of the 
firm and its depreciation policy are discussed in 
Section 3. in Section 4, we examine whether the 
policy of not claiming the maximum amount of 
depreciation allowances can be value maximiz-
ing for the firm. Section 5 concludes.

2. The Theoretical Model

2.1 The Value of the Firm and Its Cash Flow 
Constraint

corporate executives are assumed to choose the 
investment and financial plans which maximize 
the tax adjusted value of the firm

(1) 
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6 The arguments behind this assumption have been discussed very carefully in corporate finance literature. 
The interested reader is refereed to Black (1990) for a review of these arguments. 
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where d T is the maximum rate of depreciation 
allowed for tax purposes and C is the book val-
ue of the capital stock. The allowed fiscal de-
preciation rate is assumed to be higher than the 
economic depreciation rate d T > d.9

2.2 The Constraints on the Firm’s Financial 
Decision

in what follows we will specify various institu-
tional constraints that must be taken into con-
sideration when modeling the firm’s decision 
making process.

6 The arguments behind this assumption have been dis-
cussed very carefully in corporate finance literature. The 
interested reader is refereed to Black (1990) for a review of 
these arguments.

7 For simplicity we assume here that the price level is 
equal to one.

8 The debt interest rate is equal to the market interest 
rate. It is nevertheless convenient to distinguish between 
these in notation, since in the derived formulae often only 
one of the two is present. By separating the notation it be-
comes easier to identify the impact of one or the other.

9 The constraint on depreciation in (3) is a flow con-
straint, but it really should be a stock constraint, since past 
unused allowances can be deducted. Given that the analysis 
is confined to steady states, this isn’t important – if there 
are excess deductions in one period, there will be excess 
deductions in every period.
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1) Gross dividends must be higher than or 
equal to a fraction of after-tax economic profit: 
one of the basic (and crucial) non-tax related 
assumptions in this paper is that shareholders 
– due to some non-tax reasons – prefer divi-
dends to retained earnings. The arguments, 
which somehow justify this assumption can be 
briefly summarized as follows.10 Several au-
thors have argued that dividends can be used to 
resolve manager/shareholder conflicts. if this is 
true, the firm should pay dividends even though 
these payments are taxed at a higher rate. it is 
also argued that corporations’ dividends can 
also have a signaling function. if management 
pursues a stable dividend policy, with dividends 
adjusted only when the firm’s earnings have al-
tered fundamentally, it can use dividend policy 
to alert investors to these changed prospects. 
Signaling via dividends makes sense if investors 
value this information and if dividends convey 
information about the firm’s prospects that can-
not be credibly communicated by some other 
means (e.g. annual reports, earnings forecasts). 
Because a dividend cut will tend to signal to 
suppliers, distributors, employees, and consum-
ers that the firm has run into problems, dividend 
stability may be especially important to compa-
nies that rely on intangible assets.

We need to insert a dividend constraint into 
the model, which somehow reflects and cap-
tures shareholders preference for dividends. The 
constraint used in this paper requires that divi-
dends must be higher than or equal to a fraction 
of after-tax economic profit. Mathematically, 
this constraint can be written as:

(4) 

7
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If we substitute the expression for D , from (2), into (4) we obtain the following inequality 

(5) π−−≥ DEPIS

where

(6) [ ] )()()1)(1( KDEPaDEPBiKfa B δτπ −−−−−−=

This inequality states that debt financing must at least be large enough to finance the part of 

investment that cannot be financed through the actual amount of depreciation claimed in the 

tax accounts, and retention. The inequalities (4) and (5) will be referred to as the ”dividend-

11 The only theoretical model, familiar to the author, that identifies a single type of dividend constraint is the 
model presented in Auerbach (1984). He introduces a minimum pay out rate of earnings as a constraint in his 
dynamic optimization model. Based on this, and given the difficulties involved in calculating the true economic 
profit of a firm, it may be difficult to justify the assumption that shareholders’ minimum dividend requirement is 
equal to a fraction of after-tax economic profit. One could argue that shareholders’ minimum dividend 
requirement should be equal to a fraction of after-tax accounting profit, namely that 

])()[1( DEPBiKfaD B −−−≥ τ . However, such a minimum dividend constraint lacks important information 
which shareholders’ should also take into account when they form their minimum dividend requirement. The 
reason for defining the floor as a fixed proportion of the firm’s post tax economic profit (instead of a fixed 
proportion of the post tax accounting profit) is our belief that this constraint gives a more justifiable signal 
about the firm’s earnings potential. From a pure economic point of view shareholders should be interested of 
changes in hidden reserves. It is evident that constraint (4) is an stronger constraint since the firm is required to 
pay out part of its after-tax earnings corresponding to the change in the hidden reserves, KDEP δ− , created 
through accelerated depreciation. Shareholders can, by demanding dividends out of post tax economic profits, 
make sure to get a clear picture about the firm’s earnings strength. Further, in Sweden, it is easy to calculate 
the change in hidden reserves by using the tax forms that firms fill up and send to tax authorities. There exist a 
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This inequality states that debt financing must 
at least be large enough to finance the part of 
investment that cannot be financed through the 
actual amount of depreciation claimed in the tax 
accounts, and retention. The inequalities (4) and 
(5) will be referred to as the “dividend-floor” 
henceforth. an overall financial optimum along 
this constraint (when the dividend-floor is bind-
ing) means that the firm always makes a mini-
mum distribution equal to a fraction a of the 
after-tax economic profit.

2) Gross dividends D cannot exceed the ac-
counting profit:12 if dividends exceed account-
ing profits, then the equity base of the firm 

10 For a discussion about the firm’s dividend policy, the 
interested reader is refereed to Black (1990), Easterbrook 
(1984) and Eades (1982).

11 The only theoretical model, familiar to the author, that 
identifies a single type of dividend constraint is the model 
presented in Auerbach (1984). He introduces a minimum 
pay out rate of earnings as a constraint in his dynamic op-
timization model. Based on this, and given the difficulties 
involved in calculating the true economic profit of a firm, it

may be difficult to justify the assumption that shareholders’ 
minimum dividend requirement is equal to a fraction of af-
ter-tax economic profit. One could argue that shareholders’ 
minimum dividend requirement should be equal to a frac-
tion of after-tax accounting profit, namely that
D ≥ a(1–t)[ f (K) – iBB – DEP]. However, such a minimum 
dividend constraint lacks important information which 
shareholders’ should also take into account when they form 
their minimum dividend requirement. The reason for defin-
ing the floor as a fixed proportion of the firm’s post tax 
economic profit (instead of a fixed proportion of the post tax 
accounting profit) is our belief that this constraint gives a 
more justifiable signal about the firm’s earnings potential. 
From a pure economic point of view shareholders should be 
interested of changes in hidden reserves. It is evident that 
constraint (4) is an stronger constraint since the firm is 
required to pay out part of its after-tax earnings corre-
sponding to the change in the hidden reserves, DEP – d K, 
created through accelerated depreciation. Shareholders 
can, by demanding dividends out of post tax economic prof-
its, make sure to get a clear picture about the firm’s earn-
ings strength. Further, in Sweden, it is easy to calculate the 
change in hidden reserves by using the tax forms that firms 
fill up and send to tax authorities. There exist a database 
called FRIDA (Firm Register and Individual DAtabases) 
that include these information. For a description of FRIDA, 
the interested reader is referred to Kristensson (2000).

12 It is true that this restriction on dividends rules out 
that profits of previous years are distributed which in real-
ity is certainly allowed. But in a analysis which considers 
only steady states, the assumption can be justified.
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would fall. kanniainen & Södersten (1995) be-
gin by pointing out that with a uniform report-
ing convention the tax balance sheet of the firm 
must coincide with the one drawn up for the 
shareholders.13 combining this fact with the 
condition that the dividends paid out must not 
exceed after-tax book profits leads to the fol-
lowing condition:
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This inequality is a constraint on the use of ex-
ternal funds showing that the part of investment 
that is covered by issuing new debt must not 
exceed current investment less the actual amount 
of fiscal depreciation. The inequalities (7) and 
(8) will be referred to as the “dividend-ceiling” 
henceforth.

2.3 The Firm’s Objective and the Optimality 
Conditions

The state variables of the optimization problem 
are the capital stock (K ), the firm’s book capital 
(C), and the stock of debt (B). The firm will 
choose the depreciation policy (DEP), net in-
crease in debt ( ̂B = S ), and investment (I ) so that 
the market value of its shares is maximized. 
Formally, the firm’s objective is then to maxi-
mize (1) subject to  ̂K = i – d K,  ̂C = I – DEP,  ̂B = S, 
(5), (8), (3), and the initial conditions K(t) = K0, 
C(t) = C0, and B(t) = B0 < K0. The current-value 
Hamiltonian for this problem is:
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3. The Financial Decisions and the Depreciation Policy

The corporate taxation system considered in this paper can be characterized by the following 

parameterization14
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which implies that debt is the dominating source of finance.15 In what follows, we will 

assume that relation (18) holds (which means that firms would like to substitute debt for 

retained earnings and to new share issues) and investigate whether the firm’s depreciation, 

14 The reason for using this particular taxation system is the authors’ interest of explaining the empirical 
results regarding the Swedish corporations failure to utilize their tax debt capacity. 

15 The various tax rates in Sweden are as follows. The personal tax rate on dividends (τ d ) and the personal 
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are realized and not when they accrue. This triggers in deferral effects that reduce the effective tax rate below 
the statutory rate which applies for current income. Assuming an annual appreciation in value of 10 per cent, 
the effective tax rate on capital gains realized after 10 years is 21,5 per cent instead of 30 per cent. These tax 
rates gives us that 7,01 =−τ p , 6123,0)1)(1( =−− ττ c  and 504,0)1)(1( =−− ττ d . These results fullfil the 

ranking conditions in equation (17). 
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3. The Financial Decisions and the 
Depreciation Policy

The corporate taxation system considered in 
this paper can be characterized by the following 
parameterization14

13 A description of the two different accounting regimes 
that govern reporting practice in most developed countries 
and the tax effects of these reporting conventions can be 
found in Cummins, Harris & Hassett (1994) and Kanniai-
nen & Södersten (1995).

14 The reason for using this particular taxation system is 
the authors’ interest of explaining the empirical results re-
garding the Swedish corporations failure to utilize their tax 
debt capacity.
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or not.
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By inserting (21) into (10), and by a few simplifications, we obtain the following equation for 

the shadow price of the ”dividend-ceiling”: 
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Using (22), we conclude that the dividend ceiling is always binding when debt dominates 

retained earnings, so that nr > 0, even if the constraint on dividend floor is not binding 

( 0=fn ). But given the nature of these two constraints, it is clear that the two can hold at the 

same time only if the constraints coincides. In next section, we will show that this is not a 

trivial case and should not be ruled out. The reason is that firm will wish to increase 
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Using (22), we conclude that the dividend ceil-
ing is always binding when debt dominates re-
tained earnings, so that nr > 0, even if the con-
straint on dividend floor is not binding (nf = 0). 
But given the nature of these two constraints, it 
is clear that the two can hold at the same time 
only if the constraints coincides. in next sec-
tion, we will show that this is not a trivial case 
and should not be ruled out. The reason is that 
firm will wish to increase depreciation and de-
crease its deductible debt interest (by decreas-
ing the stock of debt) until the dividend floor 
constraint is hit, meaning that it will drive the 
two constraints together.

inserting now (20) and (22) into (11), and 
solving for the shadow price of the legal con-
straint, (nl), we obtain
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According to (23), there are situations where 0=ln , that is when it is optimal for the firm to 

not utilize its depreciation allowances to the maximum possible extent. From (23), it is 

obvious that this could happen only when n f > 0 , that is, when the dividend-floor is binding, 

and cp ττ > . It means that it is possible to explain the empirical observation, that most firms 

fails to maximize their tax usage, without resorting to the notion of non-tax benefits from 

debt, as in Kanniainen and Södersten (1994).16

Another interesting result can be found by solving (28) for n f
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Using (18), we realize that the first term on the right hand side is negative. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that for n f ≥ 0 , the dividend-ceiling must bind. It is obvious therefore that the 

tax considerations alone are not enough to make sure that the dividend-floor binds. 

16 We also solved the model in the main text with another constraint. The solution of the model, with the 
constraint that the gross dividends must be higher or equal to a fraction of the firm’s equity capital, indicates 
that it can (also in this case) be optimal for the firm (when this dividend constraint is binding) to not utilize its 
depreciation allowances. 
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according to (23), there are situations where 
nl = 0, that is when it is optimal for the firm to 
not utilize its depreciation allowances to the 
maximum possible extent. From (23), it is obvi-
ous that this could happen only when nf > 0, 
that is, when the dividend-floor is binding, and 
tp > tc. it means that it is possible to explain the 
empirical observation, that most firms fails to 
maximize their tax usage, without resorting to 
the notion of non-tax benefits from debt, as in 
kanniainen and Södersten (1994).16

15 The various tax rates in Sweden are as follows. The 
personal tax rate on dividends (td) and the personal tax rate 
on interest income (tp) are equal to 30 per cent and the 
corporate income tax rate is equal to 28 per cent. Nominal 
capital income is taxed at a flat rate of 30 per cent. How-
ever, capital gains are taxed when they are realized and not 
when they accrue. This triggers in deferral effects that re-
duce the effective tax rate below the statutory rate which 
applies for current income. Assuming an annual apprecia-
tion in value of 10 per cent, the effective tax rate on capital 
gains realized after 10 years is 21,5 per cent instead of 30

per cent. These tax rates gives us that 1–tp = 0,7, (1–tC) 
(1–t) = 0,6123 and (1–td)(1–t) = 0,504. These results full-
fil the ranking conditions in equation (17).

16 We also solved the model in the main text with an-
other constraint. The solution of the model, with the con-
straint that the gross dividends must be higher or equal to 
a fraction of the firm’s equity capital, indicates that it can 
(also in this case) be optimal for the firm (when this divi-
dend constraint is binding) to not utilize its depreciation 
allowances.
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Using (18), we realize that the first term on the 
right hand side is negative. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that for nf ≥ 0, the dividend-ceiling 
must bind. it is obvious therefore that the tax 
considerations alone are not enough to make 
sure that the dividend-floor binds.

The economic intuition of expressions (22)–
(24) above is that when the dividend floor binds 
the firm would like to pay out less dividends 
and this is achieved by claiming a smaller de-
preciation allowance. However, for the particu-
lar configuration of tax parameters in (18), the 
only circumstances in which the dividend floor 
binds is when the dividend ceiling is also bind-
ing. in the next section, we will show how the 
coincide of the two constraints can occur.

4. Tax debt capacity

The analysis above indicates that to be able to 
explain non-exploitation of depreciation allow-
ances, we must concentrate our attention on 
solutions along the dividend-floor. However, 
with the corporate taxation system of (18) the 
firm has no tax incentive to choose a dividend 
policy along the dividend-floor. in this model, 
there is only one situation where the firm is 
forced to choose a dividend policy along the 
dividend-floor. This case is where the dividend-
floor coincides with the dividend-ceiling. in 
what follows we will investigate whether failure 
to exploit depreciation allowances fully may 
maximize the value of the firm.

Following Sinn (1987), we begin our analysis 
by deriving expressions for the change in the 
market value of equity that results from using 
accelerated tax depreciation methods given the 
time path of real investment and given the time 
path of the sum of interest and depreciation de-
ductions.

We assume that the firm has an opportunity 
to accelerate depreciation allowances, that is, to 

claim more of fiscal depreciation now and less

later. We hence require that
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deductions.
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to claim more of fiscal depreciation now and less later. We hence require that 
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We further assume that the firm adjusts its debt 
policy so that the time path of the corporate tax 
base is unaffected by the choice of accelerated 
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means that the variation in DEP  is compensated by a variation in deductible debt interest 

i BB , such that 
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The perturbation will be evaluated through the change in the market value of equity. This is 

given by a total differentiation of (1) 
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The first term on the right hand side of (28) is 
equal to –θ S = –θ dB.17 The perturbation policy 

17 We know that dB = ıB = S and dS = d ıB = d2B = ıS so 
that the first integral can be written:
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requires a short run reduction in the deductible 
debt interest (by decreasing the stock of debt), 
and an increase later on. This means that dB < 0 
initially and dB > 0 later on. This yields –θ dB 
> 0. Since r < iB when tp > tc, and because of 
the discounting effect it then follows that the 
second integral in (28) is also positive.18 We can 
therefore conclude that dV > 0.19 We can also 
conclude that, assuming the inequalities (18) to 
hold, the order of preference of the source of 
financing for the firm is: (1) tax debt, (2) market 
debt, and (3) retentions. Given this and taking 
into account the strictly positive dividend re-
quirement, there exist different regimes. How-
ever, as we mentioned in the previous section, 
there exist only one regime in which the posi-
tive dividend requirement prevents the firm 
from fully exploiting depreciation allowances. 
This is when dividend floor and the dividend 
ceiling coincide.

The tax code of equation (18) is sufficient to 
ensure that the firm will be constrained by its 
dividend ceiling, nr > 0. Differentiating equa-
tion (8) yields the conditions that must be ful-
filled if the firm decides to use more of depre-
ciation allowances to be able to undertake the 
perturbation in equation (25)

(29) 
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debt), and an increase later on. This means that dB < 0  initially and dB > 0  later on. This 

yields − >θ dB 0 . Since r iB<  when τ τp c> , and because of the discounting effect it then 

follows that the second integral in (28) is also positive.18 We can therefore conclude that 
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18 The firm prefers to make use of tax debt rather than market debt, provided that capital gains are taxed 
less heavily than interest income at the personal level. 

19 Sinn (1987), Appendix D, studies a case were there is rivalry between accelerated depreciation and debt 
interest in tax deductibility. He proves (using the same method as I use above) that it always pays for the firm to 
substitute tax debt for interest bearing debt, provided that cp ττ > .

Equation (29) implies, however, that an increase 
in DEP would shift the dividend-ceiling towards 
the dividend-floor. The reason for this is that the 
dividend-floor, as given by equation (4), is de-
fined net of economic depreciation (dK), while 
the dividend ceiling (equation (7)) is given net 
of fiscal depreciation (DEP).20 it is conceivable 

that as a result of this an increase in DEP would 
cause the two constraints eventually to coin-
cide.

When the two constraints bind simultane-
ously we get
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(equation (7)) is given net of fiscal depreciation ( DEP ).20 It is conceivable that as a result of 

this an increase in DEP  would cause the two constraints eventually to coincide. 

When  the two constraints bind simultaneously we get 
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One way to interpret this expression is by investigating the characteristics of this equation 

when 0=a  and 1=a . When 0=a  then BiKfDEP B−= )( , that is the amount of fiscal 

depreciation actually claimed by the firm is determined by pre tax profits. When 1=a  then 

KDEP δ= , that is the amount of fiscal depreciation actually claimed is determined by the 

economic depreciation. This is of course lower than the maximum amount of tax depreciation 

firms can deduct from their taxable income. Hence, the firm no longer has any possibility to 

further increase its use of depreciation allowances by a change in its financial policy: 

additional tax debt capacity does not matter. 

As the empirical fact that firms fails to maximize their tax debt usage at the same time as 

they pay taxes holds true for the majority of firms, it is apparent that a more generally 

applicable explaination requires some additional (non-tax) factors to be taken into account. 

We do not believe that the explanation presented in this paper holds for all kind of firms. But, 

this could explain the situation for some corporations that need to use their dividends for 

signaling purposes and/or for resolving manager/shareholder conflicts. Further, this 

explanation may be specially important to companies that rely on intangible assets. 

20 Mathematically, this can be shown by differentiating through equation (5) to find out in what way the 
dividend floor will shift. The differentiation gives us that adDEPdDEPdBiadDEPdS B +−−−−−−= )()1()1( τ .
Using equation (25), we can rewrite this condition as follows: dDEPadS )1( +−= . However, 1)1( −>−− a  for 
all 0>a . This indicates that the dividend ceiling shifts faster than the dividend-floor as a result of the 
perturbation dDEPdBiB −= .
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is the amount of fiscal depreciation actually 
claimed is determined by the economic depre-
ciation. This is of course lower than the maxi-
mum amount of tax depreciation firms can de-
duct from their taxable income. Hence, the firm 
no longer has any possibility to further increase 
its use of depreciation allowances by a change 
in its financial policy: additional tax debt capac-
ity does not matter.

as the empirical fact that firms fails to max-
imize their tax debt usage at the same time as 
they pay taxes holds true for the majority of 
firms, it is apparent that a more generally ap-
plicable explaination requires some additional 
(non-tax) factors to be taken into account. We 
do not believe that the explanation presented in 
this paper holds for all kind of firms. But, this 
could explain the situation for some corpora-
tions that need to use their dividends for signal-
ing purposes and/or for resolving manager/
shareholder conflicts. Further, this explanation 
may be specially important to companies that 
rely on intangible assets.

Using nl = 0, and the fact that the dividend 
floor is binding, we also derive the cost of cap-
ital as follows
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less heavily than interest income at the personal level. 
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18 The firm prefers to make use of tax debt rather than market debt, provided that capital gains are taxed 
less heavily than interest income at the personal level. 

19 Sinn (1987), Appendix D, studies a case were there is rivalry between accelerated depreciation and debt 
interest in tax deductibility. He proves (using the same method as I use above) that it always pays for the firm to 
substitute tax debt for interest bearing debt, provided that cp ττ > .

18 The firm prefers to make use of tax debt rather than 
market debt, provided that capital gains are taxed less heav-
ily than interest income at the personal level.

19 Sinn (1987), Appendix D, studies a case were there is 
rivalry between accelerated depreciation and debt interest 
in tax deductibility. He proves (using the same method as I 
use above) that it always pays for the firm to substitute tax 
debt for interest bearing debt, provided that tp > tc.

20 Mathematically, this can be shown by differentiating 
through equation (5) to find out in what way the dividend

floor will shift. The differentiation gives us that dS = 
– dDEP– (1– a)(1– t)(– iBdB – dDEP) + adDEP. Using equa-
tion (25), we can rewrite this condition as follows: dS = 
– (1+ a) dDEP. However, – (1– a) > – 1 for all a > 0. This in-
dicates that the dividend ceiling shifts faster than the divi-
dend-floor as a result of the perturbation iBdB = – dDEP.
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Using nl = 0 , and the fact that the dividend floor is binding, we also derive the cost of 

capital as follows 

(32) δ
τ
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The cost of capital equals the interest rate (because debt is the only marginal source of funds ) 

and a constant term that has to do with the fact that cp ττ > .

5. Conclusions 

This paper presents another explanation as to why many firms do not use the full tax 

depreciation allowances which would be possible from a legal perspective. A previous 

explanation used the assumption that choosing a less generous depreciation method enables a 

firm to employ more debt. If debt per se is valued by shareholders since more debt increases 

banks monitoring activities, such a policy may be profitable. 

The explanation put forward in this paper assumes that shareholders force the firm to pay 

out at least a certain fraction of the after tax economic profits. The underlying reason for 

imposing such restriction on dividends is if shareholders may have difficulties in monitoring a 

firm. 

The purpose of this paper was to investigate whether the non-utilization of tax debt 

capacity could be explained by taking into account the argument that shareholders for some 

non-tax reasons have a preference for dividends over retained earnings. The answer offered in 

this paper is affirmative. However, with the corporate taxation system (which implies that 

debt is the dominating source of finance), the firm has no tax incentive to choose a dividend 

The cost of capital equals the interest rate (be-
cause debt is the only marginal source of funds) 
and a constant term that has to do with the fact 
that tp > tc.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents another explanation as to 
why many firms do not use the full tax depre-
ciation allowances which would be possible 
from a legal perspective. a previous explanation 
used the assumption that choosing a less gener-
ous depreciation method enables a firm to em-
ploy more debt. if debt per se is valued by 
shareholders since more debt increases banks 
monitoring activities, such a policy may be 
profitable.

The explanation put forward in this paper as-
sumes that shareholders force the firm to pay 
out at least a certain fraction of the after tax 
economic profits. The underlying reason for im-
posing such restriction on dividends is if share-
holders may have difficulties in monitoring a 
firm.

The purpose of this paper was to investigate 
whether the non-utilization of tax debt capacity 
could be explained by taking into account the 
argument that shareholders for some non-tax 
reasons have a preference for dividends over 
retained earnings. The answer offered in this 
paper is affirmative. However, with the corpo-
rate taxation system (which implies that debt is 
the dominating source of finance), the firm has 
no tax incentive to choose a dividend policy 
along the dividend-floor. our investigation re-
vealed that there is only one situation where the 
firm is forced to choose a dividend policy along 
the dividend-floor. This is the case where the 
dividend-floor coincides with the dividend-ceil-
ing. Having established this, we then investi-
gated whether a policy of not claiming the 
maximum amount of depreciation allowances 
could be value maximizing for the firm. This 
was done by assuming that the firm had an op-
portunity to accelerate depreciation allowances. 

The conclusion regarding this case, when the 
firm is constrained by its dividend-ceiling, was 
that a policy of increasing the use of deprecia-
tion allowances and decreasing the deductible 
debt interest (by decreasing the stock of debt) 
by the same amount would initially be value 
maximizing for the firm. The firm continues 
this policy until it reaches the dividend-floor. 
When this happens, the firm no longer has any 
possibility to further increase its use of depre-
ciation allowances. additional tax debt capacity 
does not matter.
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